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Nothing says “It’s Summertime” like fresh strawberries!

Learn how to make this vinyl strawberry handbag in this tutorial and get ready for this
to be your favorite summer bag. Learn to work with a new material and use the
non-stick foot and zipper foot to complete this project.

PROJECT SKILL LEVEL:
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Shopping List
This project allows you to create something unique and one of a kind. The listed supplies are what
was used to create these fun faux leather cuffs.

● Thread Options: Rayon decorative thread and/or all purpose sewing thread in white, red
and green to match.

● Quilted Vinyl and Flat Vinyl in red and green
● Cotton Fabric for lining the handbag and back of strawberry top
● 7” Zipper
● Paper Backed, Sewable Iron-On Adhesive (double sided)
● Denim, Leather or Heavy Duty Sewing Machine needle
● Non-Stick Presser Foot
● Zipper Foot
● Open Toe Decorative Foot
● Rotary cutter and mat
● Ruler
● Clips and straight pins
● Strawberry Pattern Included

(adjust pattern size when print to customize size of finished handbag)

Tips for Sewing with Vinyl:
● For Vinyl material use a 75/11 or 90/14 denim needle, leather needle or heavy duty

needle. Choose the smaller size for lighter pieces and the larger size for heavier pieces.
● When choosing a stitch for vinyl material, use a

slightly longer stitch length than for "normal" fabric.
Short stitch lengths can cause any vinyl to tear.

● Make sure to use a Non-Stick Presser foot so the
vinyl can move easily under the foot while stitching.

Put It All Together:
1. Begin by printing two copies of the strawberry

pattern. One you will only cut out the strawberry top
with the leaves and stem. The other you will cut out the
strawberry but round off the top of the strawberry by drawing a
curved line through the leaves/stem connecting the top sides
of the strawberry.

2. Trace the leaves/stem pattern onto the back of the green vinyl
and cut out one.

3. Flip the leaves/stem pattern over and trace onto the paper side
of the iron on adhesive.
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4. Press the iron on adhesive to the back side of the green fabric
and then cut out the leaves/stem you traced onto the paper side.

5. Peel the paper backing off and press the shiny back side of the
green fabric to the back side of the green vinyl. This will hide the
back side of the green vinyl from showing and give it a more
professional look.

6. Thread your sewing machine with a matching green thread and
attach the non-stick foot. Topstitch all the way around the edge
of the leaves/stem using a 2.5mm straight stitch on your sewing
machine.

a. Pro-Tip: Leave your needle in the down position when
pivoting around corners and curves.

7. Trace the strawberry pattern onto the back of the red quilted vinyl and red smooth vinyl
and cut one of each.

a. PRO-TIP: When cutting out the quilted vinyl strawberry, make sure the diamond
pattern on the front of the material is going in a vertical
direction to make it look like a strawberry. I found it
easiest to use a rotary cutter and mat to cut around the
pattern on the quilted vinyl rather than tracing a line.

8. Trace two of the strawberry templates onto the paper side of
the iron on adhesive.

9. Press the iron on adhesive to the back side of the lining fabric
and then cut out the strawberries you traced onto the paper
side.

10. Peel the paper backing off and press the shiny back side of the
lining fabric to the back side of the red vinyl. Repeat this with
the quilted vinyl as well. This will hide the back side of the
green vinyl from showing and give it a more professional look.

11. Cut two green vinyl pieces that measure 8” x 1 ½”.
12. Place your zipper face down

along the edge of one piece of the
green vinyl
and clip it in
place.

13. Using the zipper foot and matching green thread, sew along
the edge securing the zipper to the vinyl.
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14. Fold the vinyl back and top stitch along the green vinyl catching
the seam allowance on the back side of the vinyl and zipper you just
sewed together.

15. Repeat steps 12-14 for the other piece of vinyl and opposite side
of the zipper.

16. Cut a strip of flat red vinyl that is 2 inches
wide and as long as you’d like the strap for your
handbag to be. For this example the strap is 40
inches long.

17. Fold the long strip in thirds and clip to hold
in place. It’s best to not iron the front of the vinyl
to make a crease.

18. Using the non-stick foot, set your machine
to a straight stitch with matching red thread.

19. Use a 3mm straight stitch to sew along one
edge of the strip. Then sew back down along the
opposite edge. No need to finish off the ends as
those will be hidden in the bag construction.

20. Thread your sewing machine with either white or yellow thread and
attach the non-stick foot.

21. To create the seeds on the front of the quilted red vinyl, set your sewing machine to a
zig zag stitch with a stitch length of 0.4mm and a starting width of 2mm.

22. Seed stitches:
a. 2mm - four stitches
b. 2.5mm - four stitches
c. 3.0mm - four stitches
d. 3.5mm - four stitches
e. 4.0mm - four stitches
f. 4.5mm - four stitches
g. 5.0mm - four stitches
h. 4.0mm - two stitches
i. 3.0mm - two stitches
j. 2.0mm - two stitches

i. Pro-Tip: Don’t
forget to back stitch a couple of times at the beginning and end of each
seed. Practice these settings on a scrap piece of quilted vinyl to make
sure you like the look of the seed before you begin stitching them out on
your handbag. You may need to adjust the stitch length based on your
machine as well.
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23. To attach the zipper to the
handbag, place one edge of the green
vinyl right sides together to the front of the
quilted red vinyl and clip along the curved
edge. There will be extra hanging off either
side of the strawberry.

24. Using the non-stick foot, straight
stitch across the top of the bag with a
3mm stitch length to secure the green
vinyl to the red vinyl with a ¼” seam
allowance.

25. After clipping the other side of the zipper to the red vinyl side,
take one end of the vinyl strap and place it between the red and
green vinyl 1 inch in from the edge of the bag. Do the same with the
other end on the other side of the bag. Make sure the vinyl strap is
not twisted. Use clips to sandwich the strap between the red and
green vinyl.

26. You will repeat steps 23 & 24 for the other red vinyl side but
also add the vinyl strap as well.

27. Stitch along the edge just like we
did for the other side of the zipper but
make sure the straps are caught in the
seam.

28. Roll up the strap and clip it together so it doesn’t get in the
way of the next few steps (see picture to the right).

29. With the red vinyls right sides together, line up the
strawberry shaped edges and clip together. Be sure your

zipper is unzipped and open before
moving on to the next step.

30. With your machine still set to a
3mm straight stitch and red thread,
stitch a ¼” seam all the way around
the bag from zipper to zipper making
sure to enclose the bag all the way
around.

31. With the zipper opened, turn
the bag right side out and tuck the
zipper edges into the bag. If there is

more than half an inch of extra zipper  past the edge of the
bag then trim off the excess but not too close to your
stitches.
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32. Place the leaves/stem piece
center with the front of the bag lining
up the top of the leaves with the top
stitch along the edge of the zipper.
Clip into place.

33. Set your machine to a 3mm
straight stitch and matching green
thread, sew along the top of the
leaves/stem piece onto the bag for
the finishing touch. Sewing just

across the top allows for the leaves to pop off the strawberry bag giving it a fun,
whimsical look.

a. Pro-Tip: When sewing on the leaves/stem pieces try to follow your previous
stitches for a clean look.

YOU DID IT! You will be the envy of the summer picnic with your new strawberry handbag! Now
what shape should we make next? Be sure to tag us and use the hashtag #singersewing when
sharing your finished project on social media so we can see your beautiful creations!
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